INSTRUCTIONS FOR 30B0901 SHOE DRYER
1. Unpack all parts and check for damage that may have occurred during shipping. If damage has occurred,
notify Kwik Goal immediately. Lay out all parts. Remove all cardboard and packaging immediately. Wet or
damp packaging may damage contents.
2. Before operating this shoe dryer, please read these instructions and retain for future reference.
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3.
- Do not use the dryer in immediate vicinity of bath tubs, showers, wash basins or swimming pools.
- Never immerse the dryer into water or other liquids. If it has been in any contact with water – unplug
immediately.
- Plug the dryer only into a standard household (120V A/C) outlet.
- Do not cover the dryer with coats, clothing, blankets, etc.
- Be sure air can ow freely into and out of grilles.
- After use and before cleaning, always switch off and unplug the dryer.
- Do not permit children to use or handle the dryer without proper supervision.
- If the power supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, a service agent, or a
similarly qualied person in order to avoid a hazard.
- The dryer is for indoor use only.
- Do not insert or allow foreign objects to enter any ventilation or exhaust opening, as this may cause an
electric shock or re, or damage the dryer.
4. Assembly
4.1. Insert upright tubes into base.
5. Operation

5.1. Plug in. Press “POWER”, the “TIME” is on, the default time setting is 120 minutes.
5.2. Set time.
- Press “TIME+” or “TIME-” to add or subtract time.
- Time range is 10-240 minutes.
5.3. Press “DRYING”, DRYING indicator is ON, drying cycle begins.
5.4. Press “OZONE”, OZONE indicator is ON, ozone cycle begins. Ozone will automatically shut off in
about 15 minutes.
5.5. Press “OZONE” again to start ozone function if necessary.
5.6. Press “POWER” to stop the drying cycle.
6. Cleaning
6.1. Unplug from wall outlet before performing any cleaning. Use a vacuum cleaner to remove excess
dust from top and rear grilles. Wipe the outside with a damp cloth.

Go to kwikgoal.com for additional product information.
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